Bv Peter Stocken
MULLINGAR in County Westmeath seems a long
n,ay from anywhere, which is probably why the
people are so friendly, ihe beds so soft and the
tridge so enjoyable. One Saturday morning in darkest F.ebruary a motley bunch of twenty-four bridge
players together with their non-playing_ and decidEdly unmotley captain arrived at Dublin {irpo1!.
They flew in from sundry airports all over the UK,
hugging their duty-frees and mumbling.about their
svsJemiards, to be bussed to Mullingar for ihe third
Irish-English Friendly International'
There had been another - and rather
more notorious - Irish-English Friendly
inr.olving an outdoor sport a few days
before, and we had co-operated fully

rrith the authorities to ensure that
'r,indesirable elements' had been left

'rehind in Blighty. In view of the eventual result of our match we were ciearly
not entirely successful in this and we
'.' ill be rigorously reviewing our screen:ng procedures next year.

the trophy in contention was the
J.rm Cairdis - Cup of Friendship - and
::e score to date was Ireland One,
:rgland One. Everything to PlaY for,
l:er-or.
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.,: been fairly distinguished. Indeed on
:. =rdl occasions they have hauled the
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Tourism and Trade.
We look forward to next year's match,
when Yorkshire CBA will be the hosts
and when hopefully we will regain the
trophy.

over, Trevor. However, a last strong performance by the Irish gave them a victory of 387-337YPs.
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the weekend the bridge players of
Mullingar looked after us quite exceptionally and an indication of their

did the mire-extraction, winning all
their matches and keeping our hopes
afloat until almost the end. With ten
boards to go only a few VPs separated
the two countries. It's never over till it's
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those who had not attended one
before that they would be delighted and
entranced by the evening, the combination of song and dance and wit exceeded
even my own expectations. Throughout

Bord na Mona, one of the prominent
public utilities in Ireland, but the banquet was attended by the Minister of

::icials team did not actuallY win a
. . -:. though they had their moments:
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prowess in the organisation of the event
is that not only was the maior sponsor,

- - !1r because they don't make the sort
' ::icials these days that they used to,
-

An lrish gift to every English player

Quality
books

See Back Page

The Bridge S/zop stocks a small
range of classic tutorial texts as

well as technical reference books.
Unlike other goods, the price at
which we sell the tutorial texts is
restricted by publishers' agree-

ments, so we have to add

This hand near the end helPed the
Irish considerably: four of their six pairs
reached 7V while none of ours did and
one particular pair ran out of steam at
game level - see note (2) on the first
hand.

a

postage cost to the recommended price when sold on their own.
However, if you purchase books
in an order that also includes at
least f,10 of other goods, we will
supply the books free of postage.

The culmination of these friendly

internationals is the banquet and though
ENcr-IsH Bnrocr,
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